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Posted: 3:51 p.m. Monday, Aug. 12, 2013

Hawks to play exhibition vs. Pelicans in Biloxi (updated)

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

The Hawks will play an exhibition game against the Pelicans in Biloxi, Miss. on Sunday, Oct. 13.

The game will be played at the Mississippi Coast Coliseum at 2 p.m. (ET), according to the Pelicans schedule released
Monday.

The Hawks have released only their home exhibition schedule. However, according to various reports, they will also play at
the Heat on Oct. 7 in the preseason opener and versus the Bobcats in Asheville, N.C. on Oct. 8. The AJC has learned that the
final preseason road game will be at the Mavericks on Oct. 23, one week before the teams open the regular season in
Dallas.

The Hawks home exhibition games will be Oct. 17 verus the Spurs, Oct. 20 versus the Grizzlies and Oct. 22 versus the
Pacers.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:06 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Best offseason moves:

1. The draft
2. Letting Petro leave
3. Hiring Budenholzer -- although the jury is still out on him

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 4:09 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrats on your accompliments Ms. Dee. Probelm is you can't paly both sides of the fence. First you say, 

"The year that Woody was able to contain him was actually the year I agree he should have made the AllStar)" 

Then you say, 

"So n-e-ways, I know basketball, Rod, and I also know an AllStar with SMARTS when I see one and Josh isnt one of
them...SORRY :(" 

Which one is it. I you feel like he deserved to be an all star one year then you prove my point, that the all star game is politics.
Just say you don't like Josh and stop using the all star game as a point of emphasis. Also if you played at the level you say
you did, then how could you say: 

"NO WAY WOULD I ALLOW DREW TO HURT MY CHANCES OF GETTING AN ALLSTAR NODE." 

Josh did what his coach asked him to do, which included playing the 3 and matching up with the other teams best offensive
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player. He was the ultimate team player here. Did he take ill-advised shots? Yes. In the grand shceme of things did it

matter? No. 

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:16 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Worst offseason moves:

1. In general, sacrificing a chance to tank just to continue being a .500 team
2. Replacing Ivan with Pero Antic
3. Giving Korver a 4th year

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:18 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"probably why the signed josh. move him to PF after Monroe walks next season"

I think this is probably their plan too, although I think they will try to trade Monroe while his value is still high before teams
start to figure out that his inability to play D makes it nearly impossible to contend with him playing big minutes inside. They
still have a hole on the wing. I could see them trying to move Monroe for a SG/SF who can shoot 3s.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 4:20 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod, 

"I agree that LD played Josh at the 3, and had plays that required Josh to be at the 3-pt line. But does that automatically
mean that Josh has to shoot the 3 when teams sag off him? And if that was what LD always wanted him to do, then why
would LD say he has talked to Josh numerous times about his shot selection? Why would LD say he has shown Josh
game film that shows cases where he needs to practice better shots? Why would LD say sometimes he calls plays for Josh
in the paint, but he still ends up on the perimeter? 

You make it sound like LD is 100% to blame for Josh’s shot selection. At the very least, I think it’s a 50-50 split between Josh
and LD." 

Of course, Josh has some blame. None of us are dumb. It's people here like Ms. Dee and numerous other bloggers who
somehow think Josh was just a renegade, did everything he wanted to do, and followed no rules. That is simply not the
case. Slim has pointed out numerous times that Josh's handles (dribbling) are not that great. So obviously if you handles
are not great, teams start plying off you which prevents the drive, then you start settling for the jumper. The whole team is and
has been guilty of that. It is simply magnified because Josh does not have a jumper. If you kept him in the post or on the
block, you could prevent a number of the long jumpshots. The play design was responsible for Josh being on the perimeter
most of the time as we never played thru the post. When we did, in the playoffs against Indiana, Josh punished them, then
we went away from it. Our team for the last couple of years has always been perimeter orientated. LD's offense is a
perimeter based offense.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:20 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"I get that Paul Milsap isn't quite up to Josh Smith but for more than 35 mil cheaper his value makes him much more
valuable IMO . "

Agreed, which is why I don't have a problem with the Hawks letting Josh walk, but Millsap's value contract would have been a
much better fit on a team that is in position to contend right now, rather than on the Hawks where it only serves to keep the
Hawks in mediocrity. Same with Korver for that matter.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:32 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris Vivlamore @ajchawks 1m
Lucas Nogueira will play next season in Spain, the AJC has learned.
Expand

Kind of a foregone conclusion with Ayon and Antic clogging up the big man rotation.

Posted by -OBrien- at 4:34 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Najeh,

"I could see them trying to move Monroe for a SG/SF who can shoot 3s."

Korver for Monroe :)

Posted by -OBrien- at 4:39 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

Rod,

it will be interesting to see how Mo Cheeks and Rasheed use Josh, because he will play a lot of 3 there (and it will be
interesting to see how many 3's he takes for the season). .

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:44 p.m. Aug. 12, 2013
Report Abuse

New blog
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